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研究会報告

Fidelity recovery in the Gaussian ensembles 

Fachbereich Physik der Philipps-Universit批 Marburg，D-35032 Marburg， Germany 

R. Schafer， H.-J. Stるckmann1 

(2003Nll0) 

Using supersymmetry techniques analytical expressions for the average of the fidelity ampli-

tude f~(T) =長官[exp(21rzHctT)exp( -21rzHOT)] are obtained， where Hφ= Hocosゆ+H1 sin仇

and Ho and H1 are matrices of rank N， taken from the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) or the 

Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE)， respectively. For small perturbation strengths E = 4Nゆ2

a Gaussian decay of the fidelity amplitude is observed， where部 forstronger perturbations a 

change to a single-exponential decay takes place. Close to the Heisenberg timeァ=1， however， 

a partial revival of the fidelity is found. It can be interpreted in terms of an spectral analogue 

of the Deby争 Wallerfactor， describing in X-ray spectroscopy the decrease of von Laue reflexes 

with increasing temperature. 

1 Introd uction 

The concept of fidelity has been developed by Peres部 atool to characterize the stability of a 

quantum-mechanical system against perturbations [1]. It was introduced出 thesquared modulus 

of the overlap integral of a wave packet with itself after developing forth and back under the 

infiuence of two slightly di旺'erentHamiltonians. The recent interest in the topic results from the 

idea to realize quantum computers by means of spin systems， where stability against quantum-

mechanical perturbations obviously is of vital importance. 

Roughly speaking there are three regimes. 1n the perturbative regime， where the strength 

of the perturbation is small compared to the mean level spacing， the decay of the fidelity is 

Gaussian. As soon as the perturbation strength becomes of the order of the mean level spacing， 

exponential decay starts to dominate， with a decay constant obtained from Fermi's golden 

rule [2]. For very strong perturbations the decay becomes independent of the strength of the 

perturbation. Here， in the Loschmidt regime， the decay is still exponential， but now the decay 

cons七antis given by the classical Lyapunov exponent [3]. 

It will be shown here that this scenario is only part of the truth， and that for chaotic systems 

there is a partial recovery of the fidelity at the Heisenberg time. Using the Brownian-motion 

model for the eigenvalues of random matrices introduced by Dyson many years ago [4]， it will 
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be shown that this behaviour has its direct analogue in the Debye-Waller factor of solid state 

physics. 

2 Exact results 

In the present paper we consider the Hamiltonian 

Hrt = Hocosゆ+H1 sinゆ 、、E
E

，，
唱
・
4

，，a
z

、、

where Ho and H1 are of rank N and are taken either from the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble 

(GOE) or the Gaussian unitary one (GUE) with a mean level spacing of one. To allow for a 

proper limit N →∞ we have to部 sumethatゆisof O(方)(悶 Ref. [5]). We introduce a 

perturbation p釘 ameterE = 4N </;2， which is well-defined in the 1imit N→∞. This particular 

form of the Hamiltonian has been chosen， since the mean density of states does not change with 

the perturbation. 

For chaotic system the fidelity amplitude may be written as 

ん(7)=会Tr[exp伽 Hrt7)exp同 tH07)]， (2) 

The Gaussian average over ft (7) can be performed using standard supersymmetry tecl凶 ques.

Details can be found in Ref. [5]. In the limit N→∞ all integrations can be performed for the 

GUE and lead to the particularly simple result 

f e-~tr fS(!E72) -7S'(ド引，
L(T)=〈 1L「 1」1 e-~fr2 fs(!σ) -~S'(ド)1 ' 

7<1 

7>1 
(3) 

where 
si出 (x)

(z)=-z-- (4) 

We have thus obtained an analytic expression for the GUE average of the fidelity amplitude 

for arbitrary perturbation strengths. In the 1imit of small perturbations it is in complete accor-

dance with linear response results obtained by Gorin et al. [6]. For the GOE average of the 

fidelity amplitude we get 

ff(ァ) = 2 r du r vdv 

M出(ム-1) i v[u2一 v
2
][(u+ 1)2 -v

2
] 

xiT -u)(l -7 + u) 
(v2 - 72)2 

x[(2u十 1)ア-72 + v2]eーが(2u+1)r-T
2
+v

2
]

(5) 

The results are shown in Figure 1. For small perturbation strengths t the decay of the fidelity 

is predominantly Gaussian changing to an exponential decay with increasing E， in accordance 
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Figure 1: Fidelity amplitude ff;( 7) for perturbation strengths E = 2，4， . . . ，40 for (a) the GOE 

and (b) the GUE. 

with literature. The most conspicuous result， however， is the partial recovery of the fidelity at 

the Heisenberg time 7 = 1 which has not been reported previously to the best of our knowledge. 

3 Debye-Waller factor 

What is the origin of the surprising recovery? We believe that there is a simple intuitive expla-

nation in terms of Dyso凶 Brownianmotion model [4]. To illustrate this， we write expression 

(2) for the fidelity amplitude as 

ff;(r) = 会 ('rr[Rゅe27rtH~可1Roe-27rtHf?可 1]) 

=会付 [e27rtH~TRe-27rt時 TR-1]) 

= ~T ( 乞e♂2針加肘州宵m町t甘川Tベ(Eiザ;rゆ) 一E可可州jfP門川的町刊川)り川)I同同仇州R均品州川l伐川Ikl2

.曹
¥kl 

where H!? = Ru1 HoRo and H!? = R;l H<!>Rゅarediagonal， and R = R; 1 Ro・TheEY)are the 

eigenvalues of H<!>・

Since the mean density of states is kept constant during the parameter change， the eigenvalues 

may be w出 en部 Ei<!>)= k + 8i<!>) ， where 8i<!>) fluctl附 sabout zero. Let us assume for the叫 e

of simplicity that for strong perturbations the eigenvectors of the perturbed and unperturbed 

(6) 

system are uncorrelated. In this case we obtain from equation (6) for the ensemble average of 

the fidelity amplitude 

兵(7) rv 寺5干F(O|凶同向州R均品州l枕川川kl (7) 

where W is given by 
W=¥川 了)_o}O)))向川門 (8) 
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Figure 2: Visualization of the matrix R for E = 10， 100， and 1000. The grey-scale of the plots 
corresponds to the values of IR枕 1

2，white for zero and black for the maximal value. 

In the second step a Gaussian approximation was applied. Within the仕ameworkof the 

Brownian motion model (82
) is interpreted as the mean squared displacement of an eigenvalue 

仕omits equilibrium position. It is proportional to“temperature" T， which is just the reciprocal 

universality factor β， whence follows 

W=e一αT
2
T (9) 

with some constant α. It follows仕omequation (7) that there is a revival of the fidelity at the 

Heisenberg time T = 1 decreasing with “temperature" proportional to e一αT.This is exactly the 

behavior illustrated in Figure 1. 

There is a perfect analogy to the temperature dependence of X-ray and neutron di街 action

patterns in solid state physics. Caused by lattice vibrations the von Laue interference maxima 

decrease with incre錨 ingtemperature according to the Deby，かWallerfactor 

TXT____ _βg2T 
W DW  = e ，..." -， 、‘E

，，，
n
U
 

噌

i〆，，‘、

where βis another constant， and 9 is the modulus of the reciprocallattice vector characterizing 

the reflex (see e. g. appendix A of reference [7]). This is our justification to call W a spectral 

Debye-Waller factor. 

4 Perturbation of eigenvectors 

In section 3 we gave a simplified expression for the fidelity in the cωe of strong perturbations (see 

equation (7)). However， we had to make the assumption that the eigenvectors are so strongly 

affected by the perturbation that the matrix R as defined in equation (6) is b部 icallya full 

random matrix. Only in this case we can average separately over the IRzkl2 in equation (6). 

To study under which conditions this assumption is valid， we calculated the matrix R for 

different perturbation strengths. The dimension of the Hamiltonians was N = 200. 
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Figure 2 shows a visualization of the results for f = 10， 100， and 1000. The grey-scale of the 

plots corresponds to the values of IRlk12， white for zero and black for the maximal value. 

In the perturbative regime the eigenvectors are only weakly affected by the perturbation， and 

thus the matrix R is close to the unit matrix. In this regime equation (7) does not describe the 

fidelity amplitude， but instead yields the form factor， multiplied by a Gaussian decay due to the 

fluctuations of the spectrum. For larger perturbation strengths the matrix R becomes a banded 

matrix， which is illustrated in figure 2. For a given finite dimension N of the Hamiltonians， we 

can indeed reach the point， where the matrix R becomes a full matrix. 
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